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The dynamics and decoherence of an electronic spin-1/2 qubit coupled to a bath of nuclear spins via
hyperfine interactions in a quantum dot is studied. We show how exact results from the integrable solution can
be used to understand the dynamic behavior of the qubit. It is possible to predict the main frequency contri-
butions and their broadening for relatively general initial states analytically, leading to an estimate of the
corresponding decay times, which are related to T1 of the electron. Furthermore, for a small bath polarization,
a distinct low-frequency time scale is observed.
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One of the most challenging tasks in both theoretical and
experimental studies of quantum-information processing is
the understanding and control of decoherence due to the in-
teraction with the environment. A prototypical example for
the loss of quantum information is an electron trapped in a
quantum dot, surrounded by nuclear spins. On short-time
scales up to 1 ms,1 the Heisenberg exchange resulting from
the hyperfine interaction between the electron and the nuclei
dominates, before spin-orbit coupling or dipole-dipole inter-
actions between the bath spins become effective.2,3 Indeed,
impressive experimental progress has been made over the
recent years to observe and control oscillations of single
electron spins coupled to bath spins by various techniques.4–8

In a typical magnetic-resonance experiment, for example,
one applies a static magnetic field creating a Zeeman split-
ting of the spin’s energy levels, plus a resonant or near reso-
nant alternating field transverse to the Zeeman field. Spin-
rotation angles can then be controlled, e.g., by the duration
of the transverse field pulse. The decoherence processes on
which we focus here, however, are not directly linked to the
applied fields but are instead caused mainly by the Heisen-
berg coupling to the nuclear bath spins, which is given by
Hamiltonian

H = �
j=1

Nb

AjS0 · S j , �1�

where Nb is the number of bath spins and S0 is the central
electron spin. This so-called central spin model is one of the
most studied theoretical models for decoherence,9–18 which
can also be treated by exact methods.19–21 In this Rapid
Communication, we are interested in an analytic understand-
ing of the detailed decoherence-induced dynamics of �S0

z��t�
due to the coupling to the spin bath. We therefore do not
consider any external magnetic fields but instead specify the
initial overall polarization of the system, which is conserved.
The central spin S0 is initially assumed to be in its down
state, independent of the bath spins. This initial product state
gets entangled by the exchange interactions, leading to the
decoherence of the central spin.

The couplings Aj �0 in Eq. �1� are proportional to the
square of the electronic wave function at the position of the
nucleus j. The methods we apply in the following do not
depend on the special choice of the Aj. For definiteness, we
assume a Gaussian distribution with the site index �distance�
j �Refs. 13 and 21�

Aj =
x1Nb exp�− �jB/Nb�2�

� j=1

Nb exp�− �jB/Nb�2�
, �2�

which allows an easy control over the two relevant charac-
teristics of the distribution of Aj, namely, the mean value
x1= 1

Nb
� jAj and the degree of inhomogeneity as parametrized

by B. Generally the results are largely insensitive to the over-
all shape of the distribution, �e.g., in case a higher-
dimensional site index is used� as long as the mean x1 and
the degree of inhomogeneity are the same.

For homogeneous couplings, Aj �A ∀ j, a nontrivial time
scale �	A−1Nb

−1/2 has been identified using exact
methods,22,23 which can be interpreted as a decoherence
time. A number of authors3,10–18 have studied the influence of
inhomogeneous couplings by a variety of approximate nu-
merical and analytical methods. Obviously the use of exact
Bethe Ansatz methods to the general dynamic problem
would be a great advantage but so far the possibilities have
been limited to certain nonequilibrium situations in the re-
lated BCS model24 and to the special case of a maximal bath
polarization.20 Here we demonstrate how Bethe Ansatz re-
sults can be used to obtain the central features of the dy-
namic behavior for more general polarizations and coupling
constants and compare with numerical complete diagonaliza-
tion results.

We first want to consider an initial state 
L�
= 
⇓ , ↑ , ↑ , ↓ , . . . ,↑�, where the central spin ⇓ and Mb bath
spins at specified sites L= ��1 , . . . ,�Mb

� are in the down state.
All other spins are in the up state. Hence 
L� is an eigenstate
of all Si

z operators with total magnetization Stot
z =Nb /2−Mb

−1 /2 and is initially not entangled in any way. The time
evolution is given in terms of the eigenstates 
M�� and eigen-
values �M�

of the model �1�
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L�t�� = �
�

e−i�M�
t
M���M�
L� . �3�

From Eq. �3� an explicit expression for the reduced density
matrix of the central spin can be derived,20 which we employ
to evaluate

�S0
z��t� =

1

2
1 − 2�

J

CMb

Nb


�J�t�
2� �4�

with

�J�t� = �J
L�t�� = �
�

�J
M���M�
L�e−it�M�, �5�

where both 
L� and 
J� are eigenstates of all Si
z with the

central spin fixed in the down state. Thus it suffices to
specify only the Mb flipped bath spins in the subsector of
dimension CMb

Nb =Nb ! / ��Nb−Mb� !Mb!�. In Ref. 20 the matrix
elements �M� 
L� were explicitly given in terms of the quan-
tum numbers �Bethe roots, see below� of the energy eigen-
states 
M�� and of the Si

z eigenstates 
L�; alternatively, they
can be obtained from a complete diagonalization. However,
an exact calculation of the large number of terms in the
sums, Eqs. �4� and �5�, is impossible already for modest sys-
tem sizes, except for special cases. In particular, a fully po-
larized bath Stot

z =Nb /2−1 /2 �i.e., Mb=0� was studied in
Refs. 10 and 20, where the sum in Eq. �5� only contains
Nb+1 terms.

We now would like to consider a more general polariza-
tion, Mb�0, and single out the most important contributions
to the sum, Eq. �5�. In this way, it is possible to estimate the
dominant frequency scales and the widths of peaks in the
frequency spectrum of Eq. �4� and thus to obtain the deco-
herence time. Our strategy is based on results in Ref. 21,
where it was found that only a few product states 
J� have an
appreciable overlap �J 
M�� for a given 
M�� as long as
Mb�N. These product states are essentially those obtained
from the classical ground state 
⇓ , ↑ , ↑ , . . . ,↑� by flipping
certain individual nuclear bath spins as outlined below, that
spin pattern being also reflected in the local expectation val-
ues �Sj

z�.21 We illustrate this method for Mb=1 first and gen-
eralize the results afterward.

The eigenstates 
M�� can be classified by a set of Mb+1
Bethe roots ��0,� , . . . ,�Mb,�� of the exact solution. Their po-
sitions in the complex plane are determined by coupled non-
linear equations.19,20 The eigenvalues are given by

�M�
= −

1

2�
k=0

Mb

�k,� +
Nbx1

4
. �6�

To each eigenstate belongs a distinct root pattern that is re-
lated to the flipped spins relative to the all up state.21 In
particular, a Bethe root in the origin corresponds approxi-
mately to the application of a global lowering operator Stot

− , a
root A�+1	�	A� induces essentially a superposition of
states with spin flips on sites �, �+1 �Ref. 25� and a root
�=O�Nb� mainly causes a flip of the central spin, respec-
tively. Therefore, for Mb=1 the state with the central spin
and a single bath spin at site � in the down state is most

strongly overlapping with the six eigenstates that are charac-
terized by two Bethe roots as follows: 
0,0�, 
0,�1,�−1�,

0,�1,��, 
0, �̃0�, 
�1,�� ,�0,��, and 
�1,�−1� ,�0,�−1�, where the
roots can be approximately determined from the distribution
of Aj in an expansion of dª �Nbx1�−1 and y1ªd� j=1

Nb Aj
2 as21

�̃0 = 1/d + y1 + O�d� ,

�0,� = 1/d + y1 − 2A� + O�d� ,

�1,� � �1,�� = A� + O�d� . �7�

The sum of the squared overlaps 
�M� 
L�
2 from only those
states yields 0.71 for �=1 increasing to 0.96 for �=Nb �Ref.
25� in a system with Nb=15 and x1=B=2 in Eq. �2�. There-
fore, most of the weight in the expansion of 
L� into eigen-
states is indeed found by only considering the six states
listed above. For more homogeneous couplings �B=0.4� the
corresponding overlaps are significantly larger.

Once these most important contributing states are known,
the actual values of the overlaps �M� 
L� are secondary but
the differences in the corresponding eigenvalues �M�

deter-
mine the spectral distribution in Eqs. �4� and �5� and there-
fore the decay time. Taking the corresponding differences of
eigenvalues using Eqs. �4�–�7�, we find that the high-
frequency contributions occur at 
0= 1

2d �1+dy1� and in an
interval �
1,�−�� /2,
1,�+�� /2� around the �-dependent
frequency 
1,�= 1

2d �1+dy1−2dA��, where ��ª �A�−1
−A�+1� /2 up to terms of order O�d�. The long time-scale
	1 /�� resulting from the width of the peak near 
1,� can
accordingly be interpreted as the decoherence time for this
dominant oscillation. In addition, there are low-frequency
contributions around 
2,�=A� /2+O�d� due to the inhomo-
geneity in the couplings Aj, which disappear for a homoge-
neous model.22

Before turning to other polarizations, Mb�1, we can now
also consider more realistic initial states with bath configu-
rations other than the Si

z product eigenstates hitherto consid-
ered. In the following we will use a uniform distribution over
all bath states with a given polarization as the initial state,
given by the density matrix

�t = �CMb

Nb �−1
 ⇓ �� ⇓ 
1Mb
, �8�

where 1Mb
is the projection operator onto the sector with Mb

flipped bath spins relative to the fully polarized up state. In
this case the frequency spectrum of �S0

z��t� consists of the
superposition of the spectra obtained for all allowed indi-
vidual product states. Thus for Mb=1, all frequencies 
1,�,

2,� contribute with �=1, . . . ,Nb. Thus the high-frequency
spectrum now consists of one sharp peak at 
0 and of a
second peak at 
1ª
0−x1 with a width �ªA1−ANb

. Ac-
cordingly, the corresponding decoherence time for this oscil-
lation is given by

� = 2/� , �9�

which is therefore directly linked to the inhomogeneity of
couplings. Another way of interpreting these results is to say
that the central spin precesses in the effective field from the
coupled bath state with a relaxation time T1	�. The low-
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frequency tail contains frequencies in the interval �ANb
,A1�.

In order to illustrate the decoherence process, we show
the time evolution of �S0

z��t� and the corresponding Fourier
transform �S0

z���� for Nb=15 bath spins as obtained from
complete diagonalization in Fig. 1. We choose x1=2 and two
different values for B, corresponding to relatively homoge-
neous �B=0.4� and relatively inhomogeneous �B=2� cou-
plings in Eq. �2�. For nearly homogeneous couplings, the
broadening of the peak near 
1 is demonstrated nicely. For
B=2, the two peaks cannot be distinguished any longer due
to the large broadening of the peak around 
1.

We can generalize the above discussion to larger Mb with
the analogous initial density matrix in Eq. �8�. For Mb=2
three peaks are present centered around 
0 and 
1 as given
above and around 
2ª
0−2x1. Neglecting complex string
solutions of the Bethe Ansatz equations and interactions be-
tween excitations, one expects the peak near 
2 to have
twice the width �2=2�. Again, in the homogeneous limit,
the known20 frequencies A�Nb+1−2k�, k=0,1 ,2, are recov-
ered. From the beating of oscillations within the correspond-
ing frequency ranges we estimate the overall decoherence
time to be ��=2� /3. The results for Mb=2 in Fig. 1 are
consistent with the estimates for � and ��. At the same time,
one notices that additional spectral weight develops at small
frequencies for increasing Mb for inhomogeneous couplings.
This can be traced back to the combination of states with
Bethe roots �0,�1,�� � and �0,0� in the sum in Eq. �4�. There-
fore, the smallest of these resulting frequencies is given by
the most weakly coupled spins, 
	ANb

/2, around which

indeed most of the spectral weight in the low-frequency re-
gion of Fig. 1�d� develops.

It is possible to increase Mb further and continue this
analysis with more peaks for other initial bath configurations
as long as Mb�Nb. The positions and widths of the peaks
directly reflect the initially flipped bath spins and the choice
of couplings. For larger Mb, however, interactions between
the elementary excitations may distort the simple analogy
between roots and flipped spins above. Therefore, we ana-
lyze the situation in the following for small bath magnetiza-
tion Mb	Nb /2 using complete diagonalization on a smaller
system in order to see which features of the analytic consid-
erations can survive in that case.

In Fig. 2, we show results for Nb=11 in the subsector
Stot

z =0, where we took the average over all allowed product
states as in Eq. �8� with the central spin pointing down. For
a weak inhomogeneity, one can still clearly distinguish the
discrete peaks in the Fourier transform, so that the analytical
predictions are still useful for Mb=5 in this case. The deco-
herence times of the lower frequency oscillations are again
generally shorter, as can be seen by the widths of the corre-
sponding peaks.

This structure is lost for couplings with a significant de-
gree of inhomogeneity, i.e., when the difference in couplings
becomes larger than the peak separation. However, as can be
seen both in the time evolution and its Fourier transform, a
new time scale at small energies occurs, which leads to low-
frequency oscillations. In the Fourier transform, this shows
up as a relatively strong peak at low frequency. It is reason-
able to expect that this stems from the same low-frequency
mechanism as discussed above, namely, the overlap between
the ground state—with all roots in the origin except for
�0—and the lowest excited state—where one root is shifted
out of the origin into the interval between ANb

and ANb−1.
This yields dominant frequencies corresponding to the most
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Time evolution �S0
z��t� ��a� and �c�� and

the corresponding Fourier transform ��b� and �d�� for Nb=15,
x1=2, and an initial uniform distribution of bath states with
Mb=1 �in �a� and �b�� and Mb=2 �in �c� and �d��, respectively. The
effect of two different homogeneity parameters B=0.4 �circles,
black, lower time series� and B=2 �crosses, red, upper time series�
for the couplings in Eq. �2� is shown. Dashed lines �green� show the
estimates for the decoherence times. The dotted lines �blue� give the
position of the peaks in the homogeneous limit Aj �2.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� The time evolution �S0
z��t� �left� and its

Fourier transform �S0
z���� for Stot

z =0 from complete diagonalization,
for Nb=11, x1=2, and two different choices of the homogeneity
parameter B in Eq. �2�. The dotted lines �blue� give the position of
the peaks in the homogeneous limit A=2. The smaller amplitude
oscillations in the left panel correspond to the inhomogeneous case
B=2
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weakly coupled spins, 
	ANb
/2, leading to a characteristic

long-time oscillation 4 /ANb
. The physical interpretation is

that for generic disordered couplings fluctuations occur on
all time scales up to the highest frequencies 
0	� jAj lead-
ing to a correspondingly large 1 /T1 but for longer times there
remains a relatively coherent low-frequency oscillation,
which emphasizes the importance of the weakly coupled
nuclear bath spins in the time evolution of the central spin.18

This long-time behavior can be explained by realizing that
the most weakly coupled spins simply play the role of a
relatively stable background field but never actually become
strongly entangled with the rest of the system.

In summary, we have analyzed the decoherence in the
commonly used central spin model using exact methods. For
relatively homogeneous couplings the locations and widths
of dominant oscillations in the Fourier spectrum �S0

z���� can
be predicted analytically even for smaller polarizations �large
Mb�. The positions and widths of the peaks directly reflect
the initial bath state and the choice of couplings. High-
frequency oscillations have the longest decoherence times.
For larger inhomogeneity in the couplings the decoherence
times become shorter and eventually the simple peak struc-
ture is lost. However, in this case the appearance of a low-

frequency feature can again be inferred from the root struc-
ture of the exact solution. Accordingly, it is possible to
identify the physical behavior of the dynamics in the differ-
ent cases, namely fast oscillations with decoherence due to
the difference in coupling strengths for nearly homogeneous
couplings on the one hand and relatively stable long-time
oscillations due to the most weakly coupled background for
inhomogeneous couplings on the other hand. The results also
provide a direct link from clear signatures in the dynamics to
individual excitations and characteristics of the model. This
opens different possibilities and insights for the analysis of
the dynamical behavior that can be obtained from indepen-
dent methods, e.g., from more advanced numerical or even
experimental studies.
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